The other players bid automatically. Proceed similarly for the next bidding rounds. When the auction is closed just request a new deal. 3+, Digital Purchases. This tutorial provides training for the auction phase of a Bridge game and follows the '5-card Majors' standard. It assumes knowledge of Bridge fundamentals: cards and denominations rankings, computing honor (HCP), Total (TP) or support(S) points, contract commitment, etc. It is intended for beginners or intermediary players; it enables the acquisition of good practices to reach 'game' or a good partial contract and includes all basic conventions such as Stayman or Texas. It does not include the identification of slams or sophisticated bidding rules intended for experienced pl... Here is the first book on Contract Bridge for beginners which introduces them at once to the generally accepted Point Count method of bidding used by the experts. Written by the leading authority, the foremost teacher, and the most successful bridge player in the world, it will prove a boon to the novice and the average bridge player alike. Excellent intro to bridge. Published by Thriftbooks.com User, 15 years ago. This book is very easy to understand and is an excellent guide for anyone who wants to start playing bridge. This book is a MUST for any newcomers to the game of Bridge! Published by Thriftbooks.com User, 21 years ago. After buying Bridge for Dummies and 5 Weeks to Winning Bridge, I bought Goren's Contract Bridge for Beginners. FOREWARD If you are a novice, with a desire to play Bridge, you have, in this item, the necessary ingredients to learn how to play reasonably well. The important thing is that you will learn the Goren Point Count System of Bidding. It is important for the Beginner to play the correct cards in the correct sequence to receive full benefit from these lessons. Hand 2 differs from regular Bridge in that there is no Bidding and no Dummy (these will be discussed later). BRIDGE LANGUAGE is simple! The Bid is made in a MINIMUM of words: a NUMBER and a SUIT. For example: ONE SPADE, TWO HEARTS etc. BIDDING is actually an AUCTION for a CONTRACT and as in a typical auction, each Bid made must be HIGHER than the previous Bid. Contract Bridge for Beginners book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Here is the first book on Contract Bridge for beginner... Start by marking Contract Bridge for Beginners: A Simple Concise Guide on Bidding and Play for the Novice as Want to Read: Want to Read saving...